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ENCLOSURE 1

EXAMINATION REPORT - 50-424/0L-85-01

Facility Licensee: Georgia Power Company
P. O. Box 4545
Atlanta, GA 30302

Facility Name: Vogtle

Facility Docket No. 50-424

Written, oral, and simulator examinations were administered at Vogtle near
Waynesboro, GA.

Chief Examiner: Ub d 03/od65
W. G. Douglas 0 Date Signed

[] g/y/fr 'SApproved by: a~ m

BruceA.Wilpn, tion Chief Da'te Signed

Examinations on February 12 - 13, 1985 .

Written, oral, and simulator examinations were administered to three candidates;
two candidates passed all examinations, the other candidate passed only the
oral examination.

Written re-examinations of one category were administered to two candidates; both
candidates passed.

An oral and simulator re-examination was administered to one candidate; all areas
were passed.

A written re-examination of one category and oral and simulator re-examinations
were administered to one candidate; the simulator re-examination was not passed.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Examined

IC Candidates:

Baker, Billy T.
Griffis, Melvin T.
Perdue, Halvey P.
Rushton, Paul D. (oral and simulator)
Kochery, Paul M. (Section 7 only)
Dunn, William R. (Section 7 only)
Lee, Greg S..(Section 7, oral and simulator)

Other Facility Employees Contacted:

*K. R. Holmes, Supervisor of Operations Training
*W. F. Kitchens, Operations Superintendent
*N. R. Missig, Instructor
*D. Scukanec, Simulator Engineer / Instructor
*J. Padget, Manager, Nuclear Training

* Attended Exit Meeting

2. Examiners:

*W. G. Douglas, Region II
F. S. Jaggar, EG&G
B. L. Sailor, EG&G

* Chief Examiner

3. Examination Review Meeting

At the conclusion of the written examinations, the examiners met with
K. Holmes, W. Kitchens, N. Missig, and D. Seukanec to review the written
examination and answer key. The following comments were made by the
facility reviewers:
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a. SR0 Exam

1. Question 5.10

Facility Comment:

Because of the deadband on the TAVG control circuit, TAVG may not
be returned to program following a dropped rod.

NRC Resolution:

Comment accepted. Answer key changed to accept A or 8 as correct
answer.

2. Question 6.12

Facility Comment:

Answer C is correct and should be accepted.

NRC Resolution:

Comment accepted. Answer C is the correct flowpath from the
battery bus to the instrument bus. Answer A gives the complete
flowpath from the vital bus to the battery bus to the
instrument bus. Since the question did not specify at what
point the flowpath was to commence, Answer C is accepted. Answer
key changed to accept A or C as correct answer.

3. Question 7.07

Facility Comment:

Because of revision to procedure (11/29/84), there are three
correct answers.

NRC Resolution:

Facility supplied reference used to write examination dated,
4/27/84. Verified new revision and agree with facility comment.
Question deleted from examination.

4. Question 7.17

Facility Comment:

Because of revision to procedure (11/21/84), there are no correct
answers to questions.
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NRC Resolution:

Facility supplied reference used to write examination dated,
5/10/84. Verified new revision and agree with facility comment.
Question deleted from examination.

5. Question 7.21

Facility Comment:

Answer b - On a loss of all AC power, rod bottom lights are not
available to determine a reacter trip. As shows on the electrical
one line drawings the Rod Position Indication Cabinet is supplied
by either MCC 1ABC or MCC IBBC, both of which are 480V Class IE
Motor Control Centers. On a loss of all AC, no 480V load centers
are energized. This choice should also be accepted as a correct
response to question 7.21.

NRC Resolution:

Comment accepted. Answer key changed to accept A or D as cc rect
answer.

6. Question 8.02

Facility Comment:

Answer a - The positive rate trip does not have as its basis
protection against low DNBR. This answer should also be accepted
as a correct response.

NRC Resolution:

The Technical Specification bases state that the positive rate
trip complements the Power Range Neutron High Flux trip. Since
the high flux trip protects against having a low DNBR, the
positive rate trip, by complementing the high flux trip, also
does. The Facility comment is acknowledged, but not accepted.
The answer key is not changed.

4. Exit Meeting

At the conclusion of the site visit the examiners met with representatives
of the plant staff to discuss the results of the examination. Those
individuals who clearly passed the oral examination were identified.

L
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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONs

SENIOR REACTOR OPERATOR LICENSE EXAMINATION

FACILITY: V0GTLE 1
_________________________

REACTOR TYPE: PWR-WEC4
_________________________

DATE ADMINISTERED: 85/02/12
_________________________

EXAMINER: DOUGLAS, W.
_________________________

APPLICANT: _________________________

INSTRUCTIONS TO APPLICANT:
__________________________

Use' separate paper for the answers. . Write answers on one side only.
Staple question sheet on top of the answer sheets. Points for each

-

question are indicated in parentheses after the question. The passing
grade requires at least 70% in each category and a final grade of at

least 80%. Examination papers will be picked up six (6) hours after
the examination starts.

% OF
CATEGORY % OF APPLICANT'S CATEGORY

TOTAL SCORE VALUE CATEGORY
__VALUE ________ _________________________________________ ______ ___________

25 00 25.00 ________ 5. THEORY OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
________ ______ ___________

OPERATION, FLUIDS, AND
THERN0 DYNAMICS

25.00 25.00 ________ 6. PLANT SYSTEMS DESIGN, CONTROL,
________ ______ ___________

AND INSTRUMENTATION

_[5.00'_______25 00 ________ 7. PROCEDURES - NORMAL, ABNORMAL,__1__ ___________

EMERGENCY AND RADIOLOGICAL
CONTROL

25 0
_'[5.00_________1_0 ________ 8. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES,

_ ___________

CONDITIONS, AND LIMITATIONS

100.00 100.00 TOTALS
________ ______ ___________ ________

FINAL GRADE _________________%
. All work done on this examination is my own. I have neither

Sivcn not received aid.
* ___________________________________

APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE
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5.- THEORY 10F NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATION, FLUIDS, AND PAGE 2
__________________________________________

______________

QUESTION 5.01 (1.00)

Which componentsoof the six-factor formula are most affected
by-aL-moderator-temperature' change? (1.0)

a. Thermal.Utili=ation and Fast Fission
b. Resonance Escape and Reproduction
c. Reproduction and Fast Fission
d. Resonance Escape and Thermal Utili=ation

GUESTION 5.02 -(1.00)

-In which of the following conditions is the Moderator Temperature
Coefficient more negative? (1.0)

a. BOL, high temperature
b. BOLr low temperature
c. EOL, low temperature
d. EOL, high temperature

. QUESTION .5.03 (1.00)

Which one of the following_cause the FTC (pcm per degree F) to
become-less negative? (1.0)

a. . Fuel temperature increases.
b. Moderator temperature increases.
c. Power level decreases,
c. Core age. increases.

-QUESTION' 5.04 ~ (1.00)

Concerning the behavior of. Samarium-149, which one of-the
following statements is correct? (1.0)

.a. Once equilibrium Samarium is established, Samarium
reactivity does not change regardless of power level
changes.

b. 50% equilibrium Samarium reactivity is equal to 100%
equilibrium Samarium reactivity.

c. Samarium-is only removed by radioactive decay.
d.- Samarium is; produced by the decay of Iodine.

r
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5.- THEORY OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATION, FLUIDSr AND PAGE 3
----- --------------------------------------

--_---_-------

QUESTION- 5.05 (1.00)

Which of.the following'is the reason why~the value of 100%.
cquilibrium xenon reactivity is greater than the value of 100%
squilibrium samarium' reactivity? (1.'0)

a. Xenon has a shorter half-life.
b. ' Xenon has a smaller cross-section of absorption.
c. Xenon-has a-higher. fission yield.
d. Xenon has a lower atomic number (weight).

GUESTION- 5.06 (1.00)

Which.of the following will-cause a decrease in rod worth? (1.0)'

a. Reduction in boron concentration.-
b. Increase in moderator temperature.
c. Depletion of burnable poisons.
d.' Buildup of xenon concentration.

QUESTION .5.07' (1.00)
;

At BOL_which of the:following coefficients is the major contri-
butor to the Power Defect? (1.0)

a. Fuel. Temperature
b. Moderator Temperature
c. Void
d. Pressure

00ESTION 5.08 (1.00)

-Which of'the following cause the fuel-centerline temperature to
-

. decrease over core life? (1.0)

.a. Fuel Densification-

b. . Clad Creep
c. Buildup of Fission Products
d. ' Higher Linear Power Density

u-
_ a
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5.~ THEORY OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATION, FLUIDS, AND PAGE 4
---- --------------------------------------

_--_----------

.

QUESTION 5.09 (1.00)

The -1/3'DPM SUR following a reactor trip is caused by: (1.0)

a. The decay constant of the longest-lived group of delayed
-neutrons.

b. The ability of U-235.to fission with source neutrons.
c. The amount of negative-reactivity added on a trip being

greater than the Shutdown Margin.
d .' The doppler effect adding positive reactivity due to the

temperature decrease following a trip.

'0UESTION 5.10 (1.00)

The. reactor is operating at 50% power with the rod control system
in automatic when a single rod drops into the core. Assuming that
noireactor-trip or' Operator actions occure choose the answer that
.best describes the final steady state conditions. (1.0).

initial power, final Tavs less thana. Final power =

initial Tavg.
initial powere final Tavs = initialb. Final power =

Tavs.
c. Final power less than iriitial power, final Tavs

greater than initial Tavg.
d. Final power less than initial powerr final Tavs

less than initial Tavg.

QUESTION 5.11 (1.00)

Both Pu-239 and Pu-240 concentrations increase over core life.
Which of the following statements concerning the effects of
these changes is correct? (1.0)

a. -The buildup of Pu-240 increases the delayed neutron
fraction. ~ '

.b. The buildup of Pu-239 makes the MTC more_ negative.
c. The buildup of Pu-239 decreases the core Reproduction

factor.
d. The buildup of Pu-240 makes the FTC more negative.

;
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^ :. 5 . : THEORY OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATION, FLUIDS, AND' PAGE 5
-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~ EERU665UAU56ST
.______________

~ GUESTION 5.12- (1.00)

;Followins'a reactivity insertion of 50 peer the new equilibrium
' count? rate:will take longest to reach if: (1.0)

a. The new keff is .997 and source strenSth is 50 N/sec.
b. 'The new keff is .999 and source strength is 50 N/sec.
c.- The'new keff is .997 and source strength is 100 N/sec.
d. The new keff:.is .998 and source strength is 100 N/sec.

? QUESTION 5.13 (1.00)

5'; :An increase in_the delayed neutron fraction causes the core to;

become!. (1.0)

s.- more responsive to changes in reactivity.
b. less responsive to changes in-reactivity.

~

1

'

c. criti:al with smaller amounts of positive reactivty
addition.

63 . . prompt critical with-smaller amounts of positive-
reactivity addition.

SOUESTION 5.'14 -(1.00)

An ECP is calculated for a' reactor startup.4-hours after a
reactorstrip'from 100% equilibrium ~ conditions.. Which one
offthesfollowing conditions would cause-the actual critical
. position to be' lower than the ECP? (1.0)

- -

The startup is delayed until 8 hours after.the trip.- a.1
b. Actual boron concentration is 10 ppm more than the

-predicted. boron concentration.
c.; .A rod finger is separated from its spider assembly.-
d.- The steam dump pressure setpoint'is lowered.by 100

psi prior to reactor startup.
<
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Si THEORY OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATION, FLUIDS, AND PAGE 6
------------------------------------------

--------------

QUESTION 5.15 (1.00)

A variable speed centrifugal pump is operating at 1/4 rated speed
Lin a closed system with the following parameters:

Power.= 4 kW Delta P = 6 psid Flow = 15 spm
Which of the following would be the new values for these parameters
if pump speed was increased to 100% rated speed? (1.0)

a. 60 spm, 384 psid, 64 kW
b. 60 spmr 96 pside 64 kW
c. 60 spmr 96 psidt 256 kW
d. 60 gpm, 384 pside 256 kW

|

QUESTION. 5.16 (1.00)
,

| If a main steam system safety valve opens at 1200 psia and relieves
-to the atmosphere, what will be the temperature of the steam down-
stream of the ssfety valve? (1.0)

a. 280 degrees F
b. 567 de3rees F
c.. 212 degrees F
d. 305 de3rees F

QUESTION 5.17 (1.00)

Which of the following describes the changes to the steam that
occut'between the inlet and outlet of a real (not ideal) turbine? (1.0)

a. Enthalpy decreases, Entropy decreases, Guality decreases
b. Enthalpy increases, Entropy increases, Quality increases
c. Enthalpy constant, Entropy decreases, Quality decreases
d. Enthalpy decreases, Entropy increases, Quality decreases

GUESTION 5.18 (1.00)

Which of the following. tensile stresses are highest on the outer.
wall >of the reactor pressure vessel? (1.0)

a. Pressure stress.
b. Composite (Total) stress during cooldown.
c. Cooldown stress (due to delta T only).
d. Heatup stress (due to delta T only).

u_
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U.- THEORY OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATIONr FLUIDS, AND PAGE 7
------------------------------------------

-_--_----_----

QOESTION-'5.19 (1.00)

Which of 1.he followin3 will cause plant efficiency to increase? (1.0)

a.- Total S/G blowdown is changed from 30 spm to 40 gpm.
b. . Steam quality changes from 99.7% to 99.9%.
c. Level increase to higher than normal in a feedwater

heater.-
d. -Absolute condenser ~ pressure changes from 1.0 psi to

1.5 psi.

QUESTION U.20- (1.00)

State whether you AGREE or DISAGREE with the following statements.

-c. Starting with a reactor that is critical low in the intermedi-
ate ranger-an equal amount of positive or neSative reactivity
(50 pcm) insertion will produce stable SURs of equal magni-
tude. (0.5)

b. Whenever NR-45 (SRNI) is drawing a straight vertical. liner the
reactor is critical. (0.5)

GUESTION .5.21 (1.00)

' Answer TFUE-or FALSE to the following.
a. During a RCS heatup, as temperature gets higherr it wil1~

take a smaller letdown flow rate to maintain a constant
presnuri=er level. (0.5)

'b. ' Increasing condensate depression (subcooling) will cause
BOTH a decrease in plant efficiency AND an' increase in
condensate (hotwell) pump available NPSH. (0.5)

-QUESTION 5.22 (2.00)

The reactor is operating at 30% power when one RCP trips.
Assuming no reactor trip or turbine load change occurr indi-
cate.whether the following parameters will INCREASER DECREASE,
or REMAIN THE SAME.

.a. . Flow in operating reactor coolant loops (0,5)

g)Lx~
Reactor vessel delta'P (0.5)

b.~ Core delta T (0.5)
'E c.

d.- Operating loop steam generator pressure (0.5)
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5. THEORY OF-NUCLEAR-POWER PLANT' OPERATION,. FLUIDS, AND PAGE 8.

--- yggggggggggggg--------------------------------------;

------------.--

GUESTION! 35.23- .(2.00)''

For.the-following definitions, give.the term that-is defined.

'a. -The. number ofLneutrons passing through an area of one
square centimeter.in one second. (0.5)

b. . .The fractional' change in neutron population per
t- generation. (0.5)

c. The heat capacity per unit mass of a substance. (0.5)
d. Heat. transfer from one moleevle to adjacent molecules

.>

- / by direct contact. (0.5)

>

>
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6.; PLANT SYSTEMS.DESIGNr CONTROL, AND INSTRUMENTATION PAGE 9
______________________________________________________

QUESTION 6.01 -(1.00)

Which of.the following is NOT a aeason for the S/G level program? (1.0)

a. ~ Minimize cooldown of_RCS following a steam break.
b.- Maintain constant mass in S/G at all power levels to

facilitate chemistry. control.
c. Minimi e1 carryover into the turbine blading.
d. Minimize inadvertent. low low S/G 1evel reactor trips

following a load reduction.

'. QUESTION- 6.02- (1.00)

-Which of the following statements is NOT a basis for the RHST
-ninimum-volume and boron concentration limits? (1.0)

a. Sufficient water is available to permit recirculation
cooling flow-to the core following a LOCA.

-b. RCS temperature will be less than 350 degrees F before
the RWST empties following a LOCA

c. The reactor will-remain-suberitical following mixing
oof RHST and RCS water volumes followins_a LOCA.

d. The solution recirculated within containment following
a LOCA will have a pH valve between 8.5 and 10.5.

!OUESTION| 6.03 (1.00)
,

'AxS/G1 safety valve's maximum capacity is limited-by design to
.approximately.6 % of rated steam flow. Which of the following
~is'the reason for this limitaion? (1.0)

.a . . Maintains mass discharge rate within the capacity of-
the condenser makeup system. -

b. Limits plant cooldown rate if any one safety stick's open.
c. Minimizes. possibility of S/G differential Pressure SI

if any one safety sticks open.
d. -Minimizes erosion of valve seats.

100ESTION 6.04. (1.00)

Which~of the'followin3 statements describes the signal path from the
iSource Range detector to the: Source Range level meter on the MCB? (1.0)

a. Detector, Pre Amor Log Integrator, Discriminator, Meter
b.- EDetector, Los Integratorr Pulse Shaperr Pulse Counterr

Meter
c. DetectorrfPre Amp, Discriminator, Los Integratorr Meter

~d.- Detector, Log-Amp, Meter
..

L
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6. ' PLANT SYSTEMS DESIGN, CONTROL, AND INSTRUMENTATION PAGE 10-
_________________._____________________________________

LGUESTION 6.05 (1.00)

-The one input to the rod insertion limit calculator used as a
direct indication of-reactor power is' (1.0)

On . Pimp-
b. Auctioneered High Tavs
c. Total Steam. Flow
d. Auctioneered High Delta T

, -QUESTION =~6.06. (1.00)

'Wh'ich.of'the followin3 statements concerning the Containment
Spray' System is correct? (1.0)

a. The sodium hydroxide in the spray facilitates the
converting of soluble iodine into insoluble iodine.

b. Upon reaching.the low-low-level setpoint in the RWST,
the suction of the. spray pumps will be automatically
shifted to the. containment sump.
The spray additive edvetors limit the~ sodium hydroxidec.
~in the~ spray to a maximum pH of 10.5 to limit corrosion
inside of containment.

d. The: spray pumps start on a SI signal, but they do not
inject into containment until the discharge valves are
opened upon receipt of a 'High-3' containment pressure.

QUESTION 6.07 (1.00)

Which of.the~following statements about temperature detectors
is true? (1.0)

a. Thegthermocouple is connected to one les of a bridge
circuit and as the temperature changes the output
voltage _across the bri'dge changes,

b.- When a thermocouple fails open it will respond in the
same manner as an RTD and will indicate a full scale
reading on the meter.

c. When a thermocouple becomes shorted, a new thermo-
couple will exist at the point of the short and the meter
will' respond to the ambient temperature at the point of
being shor.ted.

d. An RTDtis comprised of two wires of dissimilar metals in
contact with each other and generates an EMF proportional
to the temperature difference between the open ends of
the wires.

!
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16 . PLANT SYSTEMS DESIGNr CONTROL, AND INSTRUMENTATION PAGE 11
------------------------------------------------------

!

_ QUESTION 6.08 '(1.00)

Which;of the following statements concerning the Rod Control
System is correct? (1.0)

a. If nuclear power is greater than turbine power, the
power mismatch unit will generate a signal to insert
rods.

b.- Only one of the three (movabler stationary, and lift)
coils are energized at.any one time.

c. Turbine impulse pressure is used to determine Tref.
d. The variable gain unit uses a higher gain as turbine

power _ increases.

QUESTION 6.09 (1.00)

.Which of the following statements concerning the S/G Blowdown

. Processing System is correct? (1.0)

a. A. radiation monitor is located in each S/G blowdown
line.

b. S/G blowdown is automatically secured when a high
temperature is detected in certain auxiliary building
rooms.

c.. The. mixed bed demins are automatically bypassed when
: radiation level is less than discharge limits.

d. A S/G blowdown high radiation level will automatically
shift the blowdown discharge from the environment to
the main condenser.

<

GUESTION 6.10 (1.00)

Nhich of the following statements concerning the Auxiliary
Feedwater System best describes the operation of the turbine
-driven pump (TDAFP)? (1.0)

a. The steam isolation valves fail open when DC control
power is lost.

b. If a main feed pump fails to start upon receipt of an
automatic start signal, the TDAFP will immediately start.

c.. The TDAFP has the capacity of both motor driven _AFW pumps-
combined,

d. The-TDAFP will automatically start upon an undervoltage
signal on one RCP bus.

L
i
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CONTROL, AND INSTRUMENTATION PAGE 12____ PLANT SYSTEMS DESIGN,SS . -
__________________________________________________

GUESTION 6.11 (1.00)

Which of'the following flowpaths correctly describes the normal
power supply lineup-to RHR pump A? (1.0)

a. Main Generator, Unit-Aux Xformer, 4.16 kV Bus 1NA01
b. Offsite Power, Reserve Aux Xformer, 4.16 kV Bus 1AA02
c. Main Generatorr Unit-Aux Xformerr 4.16 kV Bus 1AA02
d. .0ffsite Power, Reserve Aux Xformer, 4.16 kV Bus 1NA01

'

OUESTION 6.12 (1.00)

-Which of the following flowpaths correctly describe how power is
'normally-supplied to a typical vital instrument bus? (1.0)

a. 480 VAC from vital buse transformed to 120 VAC, rectified
to 125 VDCr inverted to 120 VAC, and supplied to protec-
tion-bus.

b. 480 VAC from vital bus, transformed to 120 VAC, and
supplied to protection bus.

.c. '125 VDC from battery bus, inverted to 120 VAC, and
supplied to protection bus.

d. 480 VAC from vital bus, transformed to 120 VAC, rectified
to.125 VDC, . supplied to battery, 125 VDC from battery bus,
inverted to 120 VAC, and supplied to protection bus.

QUESTION 6.13 -(1.00)

Which-ofLthe following statements concerning the Diesel Generator
controls is. correct? (1.0)

a. When the UNIT / PARALLEL switch is in PARALLEL, the speed
and voltage droop features associated with load control
are disabled.

b..'A11fdiesel generator trips e:: cept engine overspeed s low
lobe oil pressure, and generator differential are disabled
following an automatic start.

c. Following a diesel generator trip, it can NOT be restarted
until_ diesel generator speed is less than 200 rpm.

d. If the DIESEL GENERATOR OPERATIONAL MODE SELECTOR switch
is in OFF/ MAINTENANCE, the diesel generator will NOT
respond to any start signals.

{-
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6. PLANT SYSTEMS DESIGNr CONTROL, AND INSTRUMENTATION PAGE 13
------------------------------------------------------

QUESTION 6.14 (1.00)

Which of the following signals cause BOTH an SI and a steamline
icolation? (1.0)

a. Low Steamline Pressure
b. High Steam Pressure Rate
c. High-1 Containment Pressure
d. Low Pressuri=er Pressure

GUESTION 6.15 -(1.00)

Which of the following statements concerning the turbine sequential
.ggnerator. trip is correct? (1.0)

a. A failure of the reverse power relays will prevent the
generator trip.

b. The use of the sequential trip increases the probability
of overspeed.

c. The turbine sequential generator trip is used for all
generator trips that are initiated by turbine and steam
generator parameters.

d. The turbine sequential generator trip uses a lock-out
relay to trip the generator line breakers 30 seconds
after the turbine trip.

QUESTION 6.16 (1.00)

Answer TRUE or FALSE to the following.
c. The RHRS is designed to reduce RCS temperature from 350

degrees F to 140 degrees F within 36 hours. (0.5)

b. The design heat load handled by the RHRS only includes
core decay heat; it does not include RCP heat. (0.5)

GUESTION 6.17 (1.00)

For the following radiation detector types, indicate whether the
output intensity (current or pulse height) is proportional to the
incident radiation energy; i.e., if the incident energy increases,
the output intensity will increase. (Answer YES or NO to each). (1.0)

3. Icn Chamber
b. GM
c. Proportional Counter
d. Scintillation
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6. PLANT SYSTEMS DESIGN, CONTROLr'AND INSTRUMENTATION PAGE -14
______________________________________________________

LGUESTION .6.18 (1.50)

For.the following conditions, indicate whether the cold les SI
cccumulator isolation valve will receive an OPEN or CLOSE signal.

s. Control switch in AUTO-(after CLOSE) and RCS pressure at
2000 psis. (0.5)

b~. . . Control switch'in CLOSE with SI signal not reset. (0.5). '
-

c. Control switch in CLOSE and RCS pressure at 2235 psis. (0.5)

.GUESTION 6'19 (1.50).

Answer TRUE or FALSE to the following.c

a .- The Nuclear Service Cooling Water.(NSCW) system serves as the
ultimate heat sink for the.Vogtle plant.

.

(0.5)
b '. - During a reactor shutdown, overcompensation of an Intermediate

Range channel could prevent: automatic re-eneri stion of-the
Source Range detectors. (0.5)

c. A high alarm on the Control Room Area Monitor (RE-001) will
. automatically switch the control room ventilation system to
the' accident mode using safety grade filters. (0.5)--

QUESTION 6.20 -(1.50)

Match Column A to the RCS penetration in Column B. (1.5)'

Column A
.

Column B
1. P:t Surge Line a. Loop 4 Intermediate Les
2. . Excess Letdown b. - Loop 2 Intermediate Les
3. . P r Spray Line~ c. Loop 4 Hot' Leg
4.. . Normal--Charging d. Loop 3 Hot Leg
5. RHR Cooldown Suction e. Loop 1 Cold Leg

f.- Loop 3 Cold Leg

GUESTION 6.21 (2.00}
'For:a LOCA resulting in a slow, steady depressurization, list
the ECCS components (in order of. injection) that will inject
into the RCS. - Include the pressure at which each will inject. (2.0)

..
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QUES' TION- 6.22 .(1.50):

State |which of the four reactor trip switchgear breakers receive
'a~ trip:. signal upon-each of the following occurences. Consider
;each occurence separately.

.a. InLMode-1 -~an automatic' reactor trip signal is received~ :

from Train ~A'. (0.5)

nb. In Mode'.1 - Train'B shunt.. trip.is received from the control
-1. room switch. (0.5)--

InjMode~3 - both' bypass breakers are connected and closed:.- c

simultaneously. (0.5)

1

4

6

6

|-

La
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QUESTION '7~01 (1.00).

Which- of the following_is NOT an~Immediate Operator Action that
is required if the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) level is found to be
' loss than~23. feet above the fuel cells? (1.0)

a. Stop the SFP pump (s) and the SFP skimmer pump.
b. Suspend all movement of fuel assemblies.
c. Suspend all crane operations with loads in the fuel

storage area.
d.- Start the fuel handling building post-accident exhaust

system.

-GUESTION 7.02 (1.00)

'According to ES-0.1, " Reactor Trip Response', which of the
-following is NOT a proper indication of natural circulation flow? (1.0)

a. RCS. cold les-temperature at saturation for S/G pressure.
b. . Core exit thermocouples stable or lowering.
c. Subcooling monitor indicates greater than 20 degrees

subcooling.-
d. Core delta temperatur (That - Teold) equal to full

power delta temperature.

GUESTION 7.03 (1.00)

If following a reactor. trip, one AC Emergency Bus is NOT energized,
what is the correct action? (1.0)

a. Try to restore power to de-energized AC Emergency Bus
while continuing with E-Or ' Reactor Trip or Safety
Injection *.

b. Go to ECA-0.0, ' Loss of All AC Power'.
c. Restore power to de-energized AC Emergency Bus before

continuing with E-0.
d. Go to FR-C.2, ' Response to Degraded Core Cooling *.

QUESTION 7.04 (1.00)

Which of the following is NOT an Immediate Operator Action associated
with a failure of an RCS loop narrow range temperature instrument? (1.0)

a. Place Rod Bank Selector switch in MANUAL.
.b. Select affected loop on Tavs Defeat switch. *

c. Selectfaffected loop on-Delta T Defeat switch.
d. Seleti affected' loop on Pr:r Level Defeat switch.

:

.
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0UESTION 7.05 (1.00)

.Which of'the followin3 would NOT be'an indication of a RCS leak-
.into the Auxiliary Component Cooling Water system? _(1.0)

a. ACCW. SURGE TK HI/LO LVL slarm energized.
.b.- RE-1950 AUXILIARY COMPONENT COOLING WATER PROCESS

MONITOR alarm energi:ed.
c. ACCW EXCESS LTDN LO FLOW alarm energized.
d. ACCW RCP 1-(2,3,4) THERM BARRIER HX HI FLOW alarm

energized.

QUESTION 7.06- (1.00)

AccordingEto 10CFR20, which of the following-is NOT equivalent to
Je dose of one'ren?. (1.0)

a. A dose of 1'.c due to samma radiation.-

b. A dose of 1 rad due to beta radiation.
c. A-dose of 0.3 rad due to neutrons.
d. A dose of 0.05 rad due to alphas.

QUESTION 7.07 (1.00) i

Which of the following actions is NOT required if following a loss
of main turbine lube oil the bearing oil pressure is less than 15

(1.0)psig?

a. Manually runback'the turbine to nero load.
b. Start the. Seal Oil Backup-pump.
c. .Open generator output breakers.
d.- Start the Emergency Bearing Oil pump.

' QUESTION 7.08 (1.00)

Which of the following is NOT a Critical Safety iunction? (1.0)'

a. Subcooling
b .' . Heat Sink-

c.' Suberiticality
d. Inventory

.

_
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QUESTION 7.09 (1.00)

'Ifitwo or more control rods are not fully inserted following a
reactor trip, how much emergency boration is required for each
. rod.not| fully inserted? (1.0)

'150 ppma.
b. 100 ppm
c. 50 ppa
d.- 25 ppa

=0UESTION- 7.10 (1.00)

Which of the following statements describe the cooldown/depressuri-
:ation sequence of AOP 18009-1r ' Steam Generator Tube Leak'? (1.0)

a. . ' Commence rapid cooldown; depressurize maintaining sub-
cooling simultaneously with cooldown.

b. Cooldown to 520 degrees; depressurire to 1500 psisi com-
plete cooldown; complete deprest'urization.

c. .Cooldown to required temperature; depressurice to required
pressure once cooldown is comple,ted.

1d. Commence rapid cooldown and depressurination without
limits on subcooling.

QUESTION -7 11 (1.00)

Which of the following statements concerning filling, draining,
pressuri=ing, or venting the SIS accumulators is correct? (1.0)

a. No'more-than one accumumulator may be filled, drained,-
vented, or pressurized at.any one time,

b .: .The PD charging pump is used to fill accumulators.
c.- An accumulator may be drained to the RHST with the

accumulator isolation valve closed.
d. When venting an accumulatore the nitrogen is vented

to the gas decay tanks.
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.OUESTION 7.12- '(1.00)

According to.the Foldout Pager which of the following is the SI
Actuation-Criteria with normal containment conditions? (1.0)

a. RC3 subcooling'less than 10 destees AND Pr:r level less
than 10%.

b. 'RCS subcooling less than 10 degrees OR RCS pressur-e less
than 2000 psig.

c. RCS pressure less than 2000 psis AND Pr:r level less 1

than 10%.
.d. RCS-subcooling less-than 10 degrees OR Pr:r level less

than:10%.

OUESTION 7.13 (1.00)

Which of the following conditions would prevent restarting a RCP
following a loss of a RCP bus?' (1.0)

a.- 'VCT pressure of 20 psis.
b.- Seal injection flow of-15 spa to each RCP.
c. No. 1 seal return valve shut.-

d. Differential pressure across No. 1-seal of 300 psid.

QUESTION 7.14- (1.00)

|During a LOCAr which of the-following-are the RCP trip criteria? (1.0)'

a. RCS pressure less than 1330 psig AND a CCP AND SI pump
running.

b. RCS pressure less than.1500 psig AND a CCP OR SI pump
running.

c. RCS pressure less than 1330 psis AND a CCP OR SI pump
running.

d.- RCS pressure less than 1500 psig AND a CCP AND SI pump-
running.

;
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QUESTION. 7.15 (1.00)

Which of the following statements best describes the sequence of
SI termination following SI initiation? (1.0)

a. Stop all but one CCP, Establish charging, Isolate BIT,
.Stop.SI and RHR pumps, Verify SI'not required, Establish
-letdown,. Align CCP suction to VCT.

b. Stop.all but one CCP, Stop SI and RHR pumps, Align CCP
suction to VCT, Isolate BIT, Establish charging, Verify
SI not required, Establish letdown.

c. Stop all but one CCP, Stop S1 and RHR pumps, Verify SI
not required, Isolate BIT, Establish charging, Align CCP
suction to VCT, Establish letdown.

d. Stop all but one CCP, Establish charging, Verify SI not
required, Establish letdown, Align CCP suction to VCT,

.

Isolate BIT, Stop SI and RHR pumps.

QUESTION 7.16 (1.00)

.Which of the following is a CAUTION associated with ES-3.3, " Post
SGTR Cooldown Using Steam Dump'? (1.0)

a .- If S/G narrow range level lowers.to less than 10%, the
MDAFW pumps should be manually loaded on the AC Emer-
gency Bus =to supply water to the S/G's.

b. If the TDAFW pump is the only source of feed flow, steam
supply to the TDAFW pump should be from the ruptured
S/G, if possible.

c. 'An offsite dose evaluation should be completed prior to
using this procedure.

.d. If-ruptured S/G 1evel decreases below 25% narrow range,
increase RCS pressure to allow breakflow to fill ruptured
S/G to at least 50% narrow range.

QUESTION 7.17 (1.G0)

Which of the following condenser backpressures is the minimum
backpressure at which a manual reactor trip is required? (1.0)

a. .AboveH2.5 psia
b. Above 3.5 psia
c. Above 4.5 psia
d. Above 5.0 psia

i
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-GUESTION 7.18 (1.00)

Following a total loss of Auxiliary Component Cooling Water (ACCW),
which of the following conditions. require a reacter trip? (1.0)

a. Ten minutes after receipt of any RCP bearing or lobe oil
alarm.

b. Ten minutes after loss of ACCH.
~ c. Upon receipt of ACCW CLR OUTLET HI TEMP alarm.
d. .Upon receipt of ACCW RCP CLR LO FLOW alarm.

QUESTION 7.19 (1.00)

- If the Gross Failed Fuel Detector indication exceeds 100,000 cpm
~cbove normal, which of the following actions is required? (1.0)

-a. Reduce reactor power by 25% and initiate a full incore
flux map.

b. Direct chemistry to initiate sampling and hold power
constre' until sampling is completed.

c. :Commene$ shutdown to Hot. Standby at 5% per minute.
d. Minimize letdown flow to reduce probability of increasing

activity of mixed-bed demineraliner above design limits
for resin storage and disposal.

GUESTION 7.20 (1.00)

Which of the.following statements concerning the AFD requirements
is1 correct? (1.0) Ir

a. 'Above 90%, within 30 minutes of going outside the target ~
band either restore indicated AFD to within the target
band or. reduce power to less than 90%. ,

.b. When logging AFD because the AFD monitor alarm is inoper- ;

abier the logged values of the indicated AFD shall be i

assumed to exist during the interval preceding each
logging.

c. Below 15% powere penalty points are accumulated at one
half point for every minute-outside the target band.

d. Power level shall not be increased above 50% unless the
AFD is within the target band.

|

< -- . - . . . . _ _ . .
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GUESTION 7.21' (1.00)

Which of the following statements concerning a loss of all AC'

pcwer is correct? (1.0)

a. procedure ECA-0.0, " Loss of All AC Power'r can only- be
entered from E-Or " Reactor Trip or Safety Injection'.

b. The rod bottom lights can NOT be used to determine if
the reactor.has tripped since they-receive power from
an AC source.

c .~ This procedure maintains the reactor in a HOT Standby
condition until AC power is restored.

.d. Function. restoration procedures should NOT be implemented
during performance of ECA-0.0.

QUESTION 7.22 (1.50)

Answer TRUE or FALC5 to the following.
e. If a radioactive solution contains 3 different. isotopes all of.

which are below their-individual Maximum Permissible Concen-
trations, then the solution is within 10CFR20 release limits. (0.5)

b. One rad is the dose corresponding to the absorption of 100
ergs per gram of tissue. (0.5)'

c. The 10CFR20 normal quarterly exposure limit to the lens of
the eyes is 1.25 Rem. (0.5)

. QUESTION '7.23 (1.50)

Answer-TRUE or FALSE to.the following.
a. Recovery from a dropped rod will be facilitated if Tavs is

higher than Tref prior to commencing withdrawal of the dropped
rod. (0.5)

'bi If an uncontrolled rod insertion can NOT be terminated, then

..

the reactor operatorJmust trip the reactor. (0.5)
E c. The Axial Flux Difference target band is NOT applicable

,0.5)(during a dropped. cod malfunction.

GUESTION 7.24 (1.00)

AOP 18003-1, " Rod Control System Malfunction't gives four methods
-to be used to stablize Tavg.within 3 degrees of Tref in the event
of a dropped rod. List these FOUR methods. (1.0)

- .-. _ . . - _ . . - _ . .
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. QUESTION- 8.01 (1.00)

Which"ofithe following does NOT provide assurance that the heat
flux: hot channel limits are not violated? (1.0)

-a. Axial power distribution is maintained within limits.
6. ' Control rod banks are sequenced with proper overlap.
c. Control rod insertion limits are maintained.
d.- The'HTC.is within its analyzed ~ temperature range.

JOUESTTON 8.02 (1.00)

Which of the following Reactor Trip signals does NOT provide
protection against having a low.DNBR? (1.0)

a. c-;r Range Positive Rate Tripo

Over Power Delta T Tripo.
c.. Power. Range ~ Negative Rate Trip
d. Undervoltage RCP_ Bus. Trip

,

QUESTION .8.03 (1.00)

Which of-the following is NOT a responsibi'lity of the Shift
. Supervisor.? (0.5)

a. Provide approval to startup reactor following a trip.
b. ' Control keys.for plant operation.
c. Limit access to Control Room.'

d. Authori=e maintenance and/or testing activities to be
performed.

__;

:00ESTION 8.04 (1.00)

:Which.of the following' statements concerning Standing Orders is
correct? (1.0)

a. Standing Orders are used to allow deviations from pro-
cedures until the procedure can be changed.

b. Standin3 Orders are automatically cancelled thirty days
after implementation.

c.- Standing Orders must be approved by the Operations
Supervisor. prior to implementation.,

d. A request for a new procedure i s implemented for a
Standing Order that is in still in effect after thirty
days.

|

_
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- QUESTION 8.05 (1.00)

Which of the following require activation of the TSC and OSC? (1.0)

a. Either an Unusual Event, Alettr. Site Emergency, or
General. Emergency.

b. Only an Alert, Site Emergencyr or General Emergency.
c. Only a Site Emergency or General Emergency.
d. Only a General Emergency.

QUESTION 8.06 (1.00)

Prior to unbolting the reactor vessel head, the boron concentration
cost meet which of the following requirements? (1.0)

a. Greater than 2000 ppm OR enough to ensure keff is less
than 0.95, whichever is less.

b. Greater than 2000 ppm without regard to keff.
c. Enou3h to ensure keff is less than 0.95 without re3ard

'to concentration.
d. Greater than 2000 ppm OR enough to ensure kefff is less

than 0.95, whichever is more restrictive.

QUESTION 8.07 (1.00)

Which of the following statements concerning Shutdown Margin (SDM)
considerations is correct? (1.0)

a. With Tavs less than 200 degrees, the SDM requirements are
increased because of the possibility of a positive MTC.

b. The most restrictive condition for SDM requirements
occur at EOL, with Tavg at no load temperature, and is
associated with a rod ejection accident.

c. When in Mode 2 with keff less then 1.0, adequate SDM is
ensured by verifying the predicted critical rod position
is above the rod insertion limits.

d. If one rod is known to be partially inserted and untrip-
pable, an increased allowance 'or the entire rod worth
shall be made to the SDM requirements.
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QUESTION 8.08 (1.00)

'Which of the following is a basis for the minimum. temperature for
criticality? (1.0)

a. The reactor vessel is above its minimum RT (NDT).
b. The MTC is more negative than -10 pcm/ degree.

~

c. The control rod drive mechanisms are at a high enough
temperature to prevent rod binding.

d. The-delta temperature between the RCS and pressuriner
is within limits for spray initiation.

QUESTION 8.09 (1.00)

Which of the following is the correct definition for Heat Flux Hot
' Channel Factor? (1.0)

a. .The ratio of the integral of linear power along a aod
with the highest integrated power to the average rod
power.

b. The maximum local heat flux on the surface of a fuel
rod at core elevation Z divided by the average fuel rod
heat flux.

c. The ratio of peak power density to average power density
in the horizontal plane'at core elevation Z.

d. Maximum execre' detector calibrated current divided by
averaSe excore detector' calibrated current, for the
upper or lower detectors, whichever is greater.

QUESTION 8.10 (1.00)

-For unrestricted plant operationr what is the maximum limit on
the-Quadrant Power Tilt Ratio? (1.0)

a. 1.01
b. 1.02
c. 1.03
d. 1.04
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QUESTION 8.11 (1.00)'

Which of the following statements is a basis for the specific
cetivity limits of the primary coolant? (1.0)

.a. EnsureLentry into containment within 24 hours following
a LOCA.

b. Minimize buildup of crud and resulting localized ' hot
spots' to allow maintenance on system without exceeding
ALARA guidelines.

c. Prevent excessive curie loading of CVCS demineralizers.
d, Ensure not exceeding small fraction of 10 CFR Part 100

limits-following a' steam generator tube rupture.

QUESTION 8.12 (1.00)

According to the Technical Specifications, what is the maximum
ellowed cooldown rate for the RCS? (1.0)

a. 50 degrees in any one hour.
b. 100 degrees in any one hour.
c. 150 degrees in any one hour.
d. 200 degrees in any one hour.

GUESTION 8.13 (2.00)

Indicate whether or not the following conditions REQUIRE that the
. plant be in Hot Standby within one hour.
s. In Mode 1 with ECCS accumulator isolation valve failed in the

closed _ position. (0.5)

.b. In Mode 1 with BIT boron concentration found to be 1000 ppm. (0.5)

c.- In Mode 1 with RCS pressure having exceeded 2800 psis. (0.5)

-d. In. Mode 1 without primary containment integrity. (0.5)~

|

|

b
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OUESTION- 8.14 (1.50)

Answer TRUE or FALSE to the following.
c. Individuals qualified to implement radiation protection

procedures shall be exempt from the Radiation Work Permit
issuance requirements during the performance of their
assigned radiation protection duties. (0.5)

b. Using a pocket dosimeter and a TLD meets the radiation
monitoring device requirements for entering a high radiation
area. (0.5)

c. Roping off, conspicuously posting, and installing a flashing
light (in an area that has a dose rate of greater than 1000
mrem /hr) will replace the requirement that locked doors be
provided. (0.5)

QUESTION 8.15 (1.50)

Answer TRUE or FALSE to the following.
a. Never check a valve by moving it in the open direction. (0.5)
b. All dusting and cleaning of control consoles, instrument

panels, and computer consoles will be performed by shift
operating personnel. (0.5)

c. Shift operating personnel shall NOT manipulate instrument,
control, or alarm setpoints. (0,5)

GUESTION 8.16 (2.00)

Answer TRUE or FALSE to the following.
s. Entry into an Operational Mode may be performed if the condi-

tions for the Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) are NOT
met provided the ACTION requirements are subsequently satis-
factorily completed. (0.5)

b. If a LCO is NOT met and the ACTION statements are NOT appli-
capler then the Senior Reactor Operator has the authority to
disregard that particular LCO. (0.5)

c. If RHR pump A is inoperable and the B emergency diesel is then
declared inoperabler RHR pump B to still considered operable. (0,5)

d. Failure to complete a Surveillance Requirement within the
specified time interval (plus any allowable extension) shall
constitute a failure of the system to meet its operability
requirements. (0.5)
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QUESTION 8.17= (1.50)

Match the RCS leakage types in Column A to the Technical Specifica-
tion limits in Column B. (1.5)

Column A Column B
, 1. - Pressure Boundary a. O spa-
'2. Identified b.- 1 spm
3*' Unidentified c. 20 spm
.4.. From RCS pressure isolation valve d. 10 spm
5. Primary-to-secondary e. 5 spm

OUESTION 8.18 (1.00)

-Within the controlled arear what are TWO of the three ways you
could realimenthat an emergency had been declared? (1.0)

GilESTION 8.17 (1.00)

. List TWO times a 1/M plot is required. (1.0)

GUESTION. 8.20 (1.00)

List the. Technical Specification Safety Limits. (1.0)

. QUESTION 8.21 (1.50)

-What are the THREE requirements for making a Temporary Change to
operating procedures? (1.5)

.

i.
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ANSWERS -- V0GTLE 1 -85/02/12-DOUGLAS, W.

ANSWER 5.01 (1.00)

.d

REFERENCE
VEGP, Training Text, Vol. 9, p. 21-60

' ANSWER 5.02 (1.00)

d

REFERENCE
VEGP, Training Text,.Vol. 9, pp. 21-60 & 61

ANSWER 5.03 (1.00)

e

REFERENCE'
VEGP, Training Text, Vol. 9, pp.-21-62 a 63

. ANSWER 5.04 (1.00)

b-

REFERENCE
VEGP, Training Text, Vol. 9,'pp. 21-81 & 82

ANSWER 5.05 (1 00)

c-

REFERENCE
-VEGP, Training Text, Vol. 9, pp. 21-77 - 88

ANSWER 5.06 (1.00)

d

.
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ANSWERS -- V0GTLE 1 -85/02/12-DOUGLAS, W.

REFERENCE
VEGPr Training Text, Vol. 9, pp. 21-72 - 76

ANSWER 5.07 '(1.00)

a

REFERENCE
VEGP, Training Text, Vol. 9, p. 21-67

ANSWER 5.08 (1.00)

b

REFERENCE-
VEGPr Training ~ Text, Vol. 9, p. 21-63 and VEGP Guestion Bank, #57

ANSWER 5.09 (1.00)

a

REFERENCE
VECP, Training Textr Vol. 9, p. 21-47

ANSWER 5.10 (1.00)

b

REFERENCE
:VEGPr Training Text, Vol. 6, Ch. 6 and Vol. 9, pp. 21-58 - 68

ANSWER 5.11 (1.00)

d

REFERENCE-
VEGP, Training Text, Vol. 9, pp. 21-21, 33, 60r & 62

.
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______________

ANSWERS -- V0GTLE 1 -85/02/12-D00GLAS, W.

ANSWER 5.12 (1.00)

b

REFERENCE
:VEGP, Training Text, Vol. 9, p. 21-17

ANSWER 5.13 (1.00)

b

REFERENCE
VEGP, Training' Text, Vol. 9, p. 21-17

ANSWER. 5.14 (1 00)

d

REFERENCE-
VEGP, Training Text, Vol. 9, Ch. 21

ANSWER 5.15 -(1.00)

c

REFERENCE
Pump-Laws-and VEGPr Question Bank, #52

ANSWER 5.16 (1.00)

D

REFERENCE
. Steam Tables - Hollier Diagram

ANSWER 5.17 (1.00)
,

d

i

9

I.

1

4
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5. THEORY OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATION, FLUIDS, AND PAGE 32
---- --------------------------------------

--------------

ANSWERS -- V0GTLE 1 -85/02/12-000GLAS, W.

REFERENCE
General Physics, heat Transfer Thermodynamics and Fluid Flow,

pp. 145 - 148

ANSWER 5.18 (1.00)

d

REFERENCE
NUS, Nuclear Energy Training - Plant Performance, pp. 10-1.8 & 9

ANSWER 5.19 (1.00)

b

REFERENCE
General Physics, Heat Transfer Thermodynamics and Fluid Flow,

pp. 145 - 160.

ANSWER 5 20 (1.00)

c. DISAGREE (0.5)

b. DISAGREE (0.5)

REFERENCE
VEGP, Training Text, Vol. 9, pp. 21-25 & 49 and VEGP Guestion Bank 660

ANSWER 5.21 (1.00)

a. FALSE (0.5)

b. TRUE (0 5)

PEFERENCE
General Physics, Heat Transfer Thermodynamics and Fluid Flow and

VEGP, Question Bank, t 752-a & 4 336

.
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"i . THEORY OF NUCLEAR POWER. PLANT OPERATION, FLUIDSr AND PAGE 33

TU5RU66YUA5EC5-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
----

______________

ANSWERS -- V0GTLE 1 -85/02/12-DOUGLAS, W.

ANSWER 5.22 (2.00)

a.- INCREASE (0.5)~

b. INCREASE (0.5)

c..-DECREASE (0.5)

d. DECREASE' (0.5)

REFERENCE
-Gsneral Physics, HTFF -Fluid Flow Applications for Systems

and Components

ANSWER 5.23 (2.00)

a.. (Neutron) Flux (0.5)

b. Reactivity 10.5)

c. Specific Heat (Capacity) -(0.5)

d. Conduction (0.5)

REFERENCE
VEGPr Training Text, Vol. 9, pp. 21-6 a 35 and 22-2 & 14

.
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: 6. , PLANT' SYSTEMS DESIGN, CONTROL, AND INSTRUMENTATION PAGE 34
....---------------------------------------------------

'

ANSWERS -- V0GTLE 1 -85/02/12-000GLAS, W.

ANSWER 6.01 (1.00)

b

REFERENCE
VEGP, Training Text, Volume 7, p. 13b-6

ANSWER- 6.02 (1.00)

b

REFERENCE
VEGP, TS, p. B 3/4 5-2 & 3

ANSWER 6.03 (1.00)

b

REFERENCE
VEGP, Training Tent, Volume 7, p. 12a-5

ANSWER 6.04 (1.00)

c

REFERENCE
VFGP, Training Text, Volume 5, Fig. 3a-2

ANSWER 6.05 (1.00)
'

-d'

REFERENCE
'VEGP, Training Text, Volume 6, p. 6a-27

ANSWER 6.06 (1.00)

-c

REFERENCE
VEGP, Training Text,. Volume 6, pp. 9b-2 & 12 and TS,

B 3/4 6-3 & 4

,

t- _ .-
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6.- PLANT SYSTEMS'DESIGNr CONTROL, AND INSTRUMENTATION PAGE 35
------------------------------------------------------

' ANSWERS =-- V0GTLE 1 -85/02/12-DOUGLASr W.

_ ANSWER 6.07 (1.00)

c

REFERENCE.
Nuclear Power Plant Instrumentation Systems Manualt- Ch. 4

ANSWER' 6.00 (1.00)

c

REFEFENCE
VEGPr-Trainins-Text, Volume 6, pp. 6s-7, 8, & 19

' A N S WER' 6.09 (1.00)

b

REFERENCE
VEGP'rTraining Text, Volume 7, pp. 13c-4 & 6 and Fig. 13c-1

ANSWER 6.LO (.1.00)'

c

REFERENCE.
VEGPr' -Trainins Text,' Volume 7, pp. 13d-4 & 9 -11

ANSWER 15.11 (1.00)

b

REFERENCE
VECPr Training. Text, Volume 8, pp. 16a-9 a 15 and Fig. 16-1(a)

ANSWER 6 12 (1.00)

a
-

,

REFERENCE
.VEGPr Training Text, Volume 8, p. 16b-3 and Fig. 16b-1 &6

!

s
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, ':' 6. PLANT SYSTEMS DESIGN, CONTROL, AND INSTRUMENTATION PAGE 36-

7
______________________________________________________

"

' ANSWERS --LV0GTLE 1 -85/02/12-DOUGLAS, W.
,t

.

ANSWER 6.13 (1.00)

d

REFERENCE
VEGPr ' Training Text, Volume 8, pp. 16c-22 - 24'

L

ANSWER 6.14 (1.00)
\;

I .

-REFERENCE
! VEGPr.Trainii7g Text, Volume 6, RPS and Question Bank, Section 6
:

ANSWER. .6.15 (1.00).
-

,
, {. ' ' o,

r

REFERENCE
.VEGP 'Tr,ainin3 Text, Volume 8, p. 15b-15 & Fig. 15b-7;

ANSWER 6.16' (1 00)
<

^

TRUEa.-
.b. ' FALSE

'[ REFERENCE .

Volume 6, pp. 10a-1 &8
. .

'

NEGP, Training Text,
uj

_ :
L's ANSWER 6.17 (1.00)
f&

' 'a. .YES . (0.25)

b. NO (0.25)

c. YES (0.25)

d. YES (0.25)

s

REFERENCE
VEGP, Training Text, Volume 9, pp. 23-39 - 42

4-

9

J

\

-?w-v w --y--%vy
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6. PLANT SYSTEMS DESIGN, CONTROL, AND INSTRUMENTATION PAGE 37
______________________________________________________

ANSWERS -- V0G1LE 1 -85/02/12-DOUGLAS, W.

ANSWER 6.18 (1.50)

c. OPEN (0.5)

b. OPEN (0.5)

c. CLOSED (0.5)

REFERENCE
VEGP, Training Text, Volume 6, Fig. 9a-13

ANSWER 6.19 (1.50)

a. TRUE (0.5)

6. FALSE (0.5)

c. FALSE (0.5)

REFERENCE
VEGP, Training Text, Volume 6, p. 10c-17 and Volume 5, p. 3b-7 and

Volume 7, pp. 11a-10 & 15

ANSWER 4.20 (1.50)

(0.3)1. e
(0.3)2. a
(0.3)3. e
(0.3)4. e
(0.3)5. e

REFERENCE
VEGPr Training Text, Volume 5, pp. la-17 K 18
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6. PLANT SYSTEMS DESIGN, CONTROL, AND INSTRUMENTATION PAGE 38
______________________________________________________

ANSWERS -- V0GTLE 1. -85/02/12-DOUGLAS, W.

ANSWER 6'.21 (2.00) >

(0.2 for component, 0.2 for pressure, 0.1 for order)
1.1 Chargin3 Pumps Normal Op Press (0.5)

2. SI Pumps 1520 psis (+/- 50) (0.5)
3. 'CLA 625 psig (+/- 25) (0.5)
4. RHR Pumps 195 psis (+/- 23) (0.5)

REFERENCE
VEGP, Training Text, Volume 6, pp. 9a-29 & 30

i

'

ANSWER 6.22 (1.50)

a. RT 'A' and BY 'B' (0.25 each) (0.5)

b. RT 'B' And BY 'B' (0.25 each) (0.5)

c. -RT 'A', RT 'B', BY 'A'r and BY 'D' (0.125 each) (0.5)

REFERENCE
VEGP, Question Bank, 6408

.

t

I~

i
|

|
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7. PROCEDURES - NORMAL, ABNORMAL, EMERGENCY AND PAGE 39
~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~ d65UL6s 6dL EUUTRULR
--------------------

ANSWERS -- V0GTLE 1 -85/02/12-DOUGLAS, W.

' ANSWER 7.01 -(1.00)

'd
REFERENCE
VEGP, AOP 18030-1, p. 2

ANSWER.. 7.02 (1 00)

d

' REFERENCE
VEGPr ES-0.1, Attachment B

' ANSWER -7.03 (1.00)

a

REFERENCE ,

VEGP, E.Or p. 2

ANSWER 7'04 (1.00).

d

REFERENCE
VEGP, _AOP 18001-ir.p. 3

,

. ANSWER 7.05 (1.00)
.

c

REFERENCE
VEGP, AOP_10004-1, p. 5

\
ANSWER 7.06- (1.00)

'c

.

<w- , ,eQ. ,g 4 - --m g-,e , n p - - -, - ~ r . r, - a +a
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7.- PROCEDURES - NORMAL, ABNORMALr EMERGENCY AND PAGE 40
~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~ I65UL65 UAL 5UUTEUL|' R
--------------------

ANSWERS - -V0GTLE 1 -85/02/12-DOUGLASr W.

REFERENCE
10CFR20, Sec. 20.4c

ANSWER' 7.07 (1.00)

0

REFERENCE
VEGPr|AOP 18013-1, p. 2

ANSWER- 7.08 (1.00)

D

REFERENCE
VEGPr F-0

ANSWER, 7.09 (1.00)

b

REFERENCE
VEGPr ES-0.1, p. 3

' ANSWER ~ 7.10 -(1.00)

C

| REFERENCE
.. V E G P , AOP 18009-1
.

2 ANSWER 7.11 (1.00)'

a':

REFERENCE
'VEGP, SOP,13105-1, pp. 2r 4, 5, &6

f-

a = T-
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7. . PROCEDURES - NORMAL, ABNORMAL, EMERGENCY AND PAGE 41-

~~~~ 5656L6656 L 6UETR6L'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-

R
____________________

. ANSWERS.-- V0GTLE 1 -85/02/12-DOUGLAS, W.

ANSWER- 7.12 (1.00)

d

REFERENCE
VEGP, Foldout Page

ANSWER 7.13 (1.00)

c

REFERENCE
VEGPr ES-0.1r Attachment A

ANSWER 7.14 (1.00)

c

REFERENCE-
VEGP, E-1, p. 2

-ANSWER 7.15 (1.00)

.8

REFERENCE ~
VEGPr ES-1.1

LANSWER 7.16- (1.00)~

-C-

REFERENCE
VEGP, ES-3.3r-P. 2

-ANSWER 7.17 (1.00)

b

L
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7' . - PROCEDURES - NORMAL, ABNORMAL, EMERGENCY AND PAGE 42

~~~~ 565 L65555L'EUUTRUE~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~R
____________________

ANSWERS - -V0GTLE 1 -85/02/12-00UGLAS, W.

REFERENCE
VEGP, AOP 18014-1, p.2

ANSWER 7.18 (1 00)

b

REFERENCE
VFGP, AOP 18022-1, p. 5

ANSWER 7.19' (1.00)

a

REFERENCE
VEGP, AOP 18033-1, p. 2

ANSWER 7'.20 (1.00)

b

REFERENCE
VEGP, TS, pp. 3/4 2-1 &2

ANSWER' 7.21 (1.00)

d

REFERENCE
VFGP, ECA-0.0, p.-2

ANSWER 7.22 (1.50)

a. FALSE (0.5)
b. TRUE (0.5)
c. TRUE (0.5)

REFERENCE
10CFR20, Sec. 20.4(b), 20.101(a), and Appendix B

e

_ _ _ -
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7. PROCEDURES - NORMAL,-ABNORMAL, EMERGENCY AND PAGE 43

R5U5UL65555L'EU TEdL'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~

____________________

. ANSWERS -- V0GTLE 1 -85/02/12-DOUGLAS, W.

ANSWER 7.23 (1.50).

e. FALSE (0.5)
b. TRUE (0.5)
c.- -FALSE (0.5)

REFERENCE
VEGP, AOP 18003-1, pp. 5, 10, &4

ANSWER 7.24 (1.00)

1. - Automatic rod control (0.25)
2e . Manual rod control (0.25)
3. Adjusting turbine load (0.25)
-4. Dilute / borate (count as only one answer) (0.25)

REFERENCE-
uVEGP, AOP 18003-1, p. 3

~ ,

-

E

G

.'

i
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.8. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURESr CONDITIONS, AND LIMITATIONS PAGE 44
.__________________________________________________________

ANSWERS -- V0GTLE 1 -85/02/12-00VGLAS, W.

= ANSWER. 8.01 (1.00)

d

REFERENCE
VEGP, TSr.P. B 2-4

ANSWER 8.02 (1.00) ~

b

' REFERENCE
VEGPr~ -TS, pp. B 2-4 - 7

ANSWER - 8. 0 T (1 00)

-e

REFERENCE
VEGP, Admin Procedure 10000-Cr pp. 3-6

.

ANSWER 8.04 (1.00)

c

REFERENCE
VEGPr Admin = Procedure 10002-C, pp. 1 -3

. ANSWER 8.05 (1.00)

.b-

REFERENCE
VEGPr Emergency: Plan, p. 3-3

. ANSWER- 8 .' 0 6 . (1.00)

d

REFERENCE
"VEGPr TSr P. 3/4 9-1

i
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8. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES, CONDITIONS, AND LIMITATIONS PAGE 45
----------------------------------------------------------

ANSWERS -- V0GTLE 1 -85/02/12-DOUGLASr W.

ANSWER 8.07 (1.00)

c

REFERENCE
VEGPr TS, pp. 3/4 1-1 and B 3/4 1-1

ANSWER 8.08 (1.00)

a

REFERENCE
VEGP, TS, p. B 3/4 1-2

ANSWER 8.09 (1.00)

b

REFERENCE
VEGPr TS, p. B 3/4 2-1

ANSWER 8.10 (1.00)

b

REFERENCE
VEGPr TSr p. 3/4 2-10

ANSWER 8.11 (1.00)

d

REFERENCE
VEGP, TS, p. B 3/4 4-5

ANSWER 8.12 (1.00)

b

REFERENCE
VEGP, TS, p. 3/4 4-29

|
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8. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES, CONDITIONS, AND LIMITATIONS PAGE 46
----------------------------------------------------------

ANSWERS -- V0GTLE 1 -85/02/12-DOUGLAS, W.

ANSWER 8.13 (2.00)

c. NO (0.5)
6. NO (0.5)
c. YES (0.5)
d. NO (0.5)

REFERENCE
VEGP, TS, pp. 2-1, 3/4 5-1, 5-9, & 6-1

ANSWER 8.14 (1.50)

c. TRUE (0.5)
6. FALSE (0.5)
c. TRUE (0.5)

REFERENCE
VCGP, TS, p. 6-25

ANSWER 8.15 (1.50)

c. TRUE (0.5)
b. TRUE (0.5)
c. FALSE (0.5)

REFERENCE
VEGP, Adnin Procedure, 10000-C, pp. 21, 16, & 15

ANSWER 8.16 (2.00)

c. FALSE (0.5)

b. FALSE (0.5)
c. FALSE (0.5)
d. TRUE (0.5)

REFERENCE
VEGP, TS, pp. 3/4 0-1 - 3
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8. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES, CONDITIONSr AND LIMITATIONS PAGE 47
----------------------------------------------------------

ANSWERS -- V0GTLE 1 -85/02/12-DOUGLASr W.

ANSWER 8.17 (1.50)

1. a (0.3)
2. d (0.3)
3. b (0.3)
4. b (0.3)
5. b (0.3)

REFERENCE
VEGP, TSr p. 3/4 4-9

ANSWER 8.18 (1.00)

(2 required at 0.5 each) (1.0)
1. PA announcement (of the emergency class).
2. Specific tone sounding (for emergency class).
3. Warning lights (in high noise areas).

REFERENCE
VEGP, Guestion Bank, 4423

ANSWER 8.19 (1.00)

(2 required at 0.5 each) (1.0)
1. During refueling (or initial fueling).
?. When ECC requires (delta baron greater than 500 pcm).
3. When ECP requires (delta rod worth greater than 500 pcm).

REFERENCE
VEGP, Guestion Bank, 1777-a

ANSWER 8.20 (1.00)

1. Combination of % power (0.1), Tavs (0.1), and pressure (0.1)
shall not exceed (0.1) limits of reactor core s=fety limit
curves (0.1). (0.5)

2. RCS pressure (0.3) shall not e::ce ed 2735 psig (0.2). (0.5)

REFERENCE
VEGPr TS, p. 2-1

.
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8. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES, CONDITIONS, AND LIMITATIONS PAGE 48
_______________________________..__________________________

ANSWERS -- V0GTLE 1 -85/02/12-DOUCLAS, W.

ANSWER 8.21 (1.50)

1. Intent not altered. (0.5)
2. Approved by 2 members of plant management (0.25), one of whom

holds a SRO license (0.25). (0.5)
3. Approved by GM-VNOD (0.25) within 14 days (0.25). (0.5)

REFERENCE
VEGP, TS, p. 6-15

l
_


